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Abstrat
We study the possible mixings between gauge vetor elds and salar
elds through their self-energies, arising in models with two Higgs doublets.
We derive the relevant set of Shwinger-Dyson equations and the Ward iden-
tities that ompel the longitudinal parts of the eld propagators. Linear Rξ
gauge is used and the results are given at all orders in perturbative theory,
and some partiular aspets of the one loop ase are stressed.
To appear in Int. J. Mod. Phys. A.
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1 Introdution
The Standard Model (SM) is nowadays tremendously onrmed by many
experimental results, even though there is not yet diret evidene for salar
Higgs partile. Alternative models like the two Higgs doublet model (THDM),
espeially the minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM) are exten-
sively studied, experimentally and theoretially as well. It is now well settled
that THDM suer from large quantum eets, and one loop orretions (and
beyond) are really important to improve the knowledge of suh models (see
for exemple
1
and referenes therein). Partile mixings through quantum
loops are ommon features of THDM and SM and we will study some of
them.
The mixing between the photon and the Z elds is well known and is
inherent to the Glashow -Salam - Weinberg (GSW) model. More preisely ,
there is not only a mixing between the transverse parts of the propagators
of the photon and the Z but also a mixing between the longitudinal parts
of the photon and the Z propagators and the G0 neutral Goldstone boson
propagator. Moreover a mixing between the harged W± elds and the
harged Goldstone G± exists as well.
Atually these mixings ome from the SU[2℄∗U[1℄ struture of the gauge
group and the Higgs mehanism, so in any model with this gauge group and
a symmetry breaking a la Higgs one gets suh mixings. In the GSW model,
the mixings were studied thoroughly by Baulieu and Coquereaux
2
. The
aim of this paper is to extend their study to the THDM, where the Higgs
salar setor is riher. Sine we fous on the mixings oming from the gauge
group and the Higgs mehanism , our derivation is also valid for the MSSM,
without any hange. Atually , we will examine two mixings. The neutral set
ontains the photon , the Z , the Goldstone G0 and the CP odd neutral Higgs
salar A0. In the harged set , there are the gauge eld W
±
, its assoiated
Goldstone G± and the Higgs eld H±.
In order to keep the results as general as possible , we will use the BRS
symmetry to nd the onstraints on the two point Green's funtions. Indeed
the BRS transformations of the elds are due to the gauge struture and
the gauge xing term , whih turn out to be the same in all the models we
onsider. For the same reason, we arry out a derivation valid at all orders
in perturbation theory, that gives as a by-produt the one loop results and
shows the physial dierenes between rst order and all orders.
For the sake of generality, beause there is a large variety of possible se-
2
narii, we don't at all study the renormalization of the two point funtions,
mixed or not mixed. Indeed, one an hoose dierent renormalization ondi-
tions, one an renormalize before or after breaking of the SU[2℄∗U[1℄ gauge
symmetry, one an hoose a renormalization sheme where the gauge vetor
mixing ( photon-Z ) is present or absent, and , in the ase of the MSSM,
the dimensional redution ould be more adapted than the dimensional reg-
ularization. Moreover, if one wishes that the onstraints we derive using the
BRS symmetry be respeted before and after the renormalization proedure,
it will be neessary to hoose it in suh a way the gauge xing lagrangian
be renormalization invariant, that it is always possible
3
. Finally, we will
only assume that the Green funtions we use are regularized with a gauge
invariant method.
This paper ontains three setions. The rst one is mainly devoted to
display the tools we will use in the other setions. We begin by our notations
that we wish natural and ompat in suh a way that the Shwinger -Dyson
equations are omprehensive and lear. We also reall some details on the
BRS transformations, useful to derive the onstraints indued by the BRS
symmetry on the various two point Green funtions.
In the seond setion we study the harged ase, where we have to take
into aount three elds, six two point funtions and one onstraint. It is in
some sense a short introdution to the neutral ase worked out in the third
setion, a muh more omplex ase sine we have to handle four elds , ten
two point funtions and three onstraints.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Quantum numbers and mixings.
In the THDM (or MSSM), the C and P quantum numbers of the Higgs
or Goldstone salar elds and the vetor elds are well known
4
. They are
summarized in the following table:
3
eld C & P onserved CP onserved
γ −− −−
Z −− −−; ++
G0 +− +−;−+
A0 +− +−;−+
H0 ++ ++;−−
h0 ++ ++;−−
W± − −; +
G± + +;−
H± + +;−
The seond olumn onerns the bosoni interations when harge on-
jugation and spaial parity are separately onserved, while the third olumn
inludes the fermioni setor whih is CP invariant. In the ase of harged
elds, C is not a good quantum number, so it has been disarded. If a neutral
vetor eld V µ has the 1PC quantum number assignments , then its deriva-
tive ∂µV
µ
is a neutral salar with the 0−PC assignments. That allows some
mixings between salars and vetors via their longitudinal parts but also it
forbids the mixing between the CP even Higgs salar elds and the photon
or the Z. This is the true reason why the Standard Model Higgs salar eld
H ( whih has the same quantum numbers as the THDM h0 and H0 ) does
not ouple to the neutral vetor gauge elds. In any ase, one nds that
the neutral mixing set ontains the four rst partiles of this table and the
harged set involves all the harged partiles.
2.2 Notations
We now dene our notations for the two point funtions. They are slightly
dierent from the notations of referene
2
.
First we denote by L and T the longitudinal and transverse projetors :
Lµν = kµkν/k2 andT µν = gµν − Lµν ,
in suh a way that the free propagator of a gauge vetor eld reads
Dµν = −i(T µν/(k2 −m2) + ξ Lµν/(k2 − ξm2))
where ξ is the gauge xing parameter. To be omplete, the free propagator of
a massive salar eld is D = i/(k2−m2) while the propagator of a Goldstone
eld is D = i/(k2 − ξm2).
4
We will note Gij the omplete two point Green funtion and Pij the one
partiule ireduible (1PI) two point Green funtion, where i and j are eld
indies:
Gij =< 0|i(x)j(y)|0 > .
In our denition of the 1PI two point Green funtions, the tadpoles are
allowed sine we ope with expressions before renormalization. We an now
introdue the transverse and longitudinal parts of these Green funtions (
in momentum spae ), where M is a totally arbitrary mass dimensioned
parameter:
Gµνij = −i(GTijT µν +GLijLµν) ; P µνij = +i(P TijT µν + PLijLµν)
Gµij= − ikµGLij/M ; P µij = +ikµPLij/M
Gij = −iGLij ; Pij = +iPLij
In the previous formulae , two Lorentz indies mean a vetor-vetor mix-
ing, one Lorentz index means a vetor-salar mixing and no Lorentz index
means a salar-salar mixing. With these formulae, the G funtions ( like
the D funtions ) and P funtions have respetively the anonial dimension
-2 and + 2.
2.3 The Shwinger - Dyson equations
In pure QED the Shwinger -Dyson equation an be proved analytially, or
diagramatially by stiking the produt PD to the geometrial expansion
of G in terms of D and P . In both ases one gets the well known result:
G = D +DPG ,whose diagrammati form is:
    
    


This pure QED equation an be easily extended when mixings arise. Using
a matrix formalism, one readily nds the general equation G = D +DPG,
where G , D and P are now matries. If a free eld propagator is generially
painted as a solid line, and a omplete ( 1PI ) Green funtion is painted as
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a blak ( grid ) disk between two solide lines , then the pitorial form of this
matrix equation is as follows:
k k   
   
   



As it is possible to get vetor-vetor , vetor-salar and salar-salar mixings
, we an display three equations , where v (s) is the set of all the possible
vetor (salar) elds:
GµνViVj = D
µν
Vi
δij +
∑
m∈v
DµρVi P
ρσ
ViVm
GσνVmVj +
∑
n∈s
DµρVi P
ρ
ViSn
GνSnVj ;
GµViSl =
∑
m∈v
DµρVi P
ρσ
ViVm
GσVmSl +
∑
n∈s
DµρVi P
ρ
ViSn
GSnSl ;
GSkSl = DSkδkl +
∑
m∈v
DSkP
ρ
SkVm
GρVmSl +
∑
n∈s
DSkPSkSnGSnSl .
Introduing the transverse and longitudinal Green funtions, one obtains
four oupled equations, one tranverse and three longitudinal:
GTViVj = (δij +
∑
m∈v
P TViVmG
T
VmVj
)/(k2 −m2i ) (2.1)
GLViVj = (δij +
∑
m∈v
PLViVmG
L
VmVj
+ k2
∑
n∈s
PLViSnG
L
SnVj
/M2)/(k2 − ξm2i ) (2.2)
GLViSl = ξ(
∑
m∈v
PLViVmG
L
VmSl
+
∑
n∈s
PLViSnG
L
SnSl
)/(k2 − ξm2) (2.3)
GLSkSl = −(δkl + k2
∑
m∈v
PLSkVmG
L
VmSl
/M2 +
∑
n∈s
PLSkSnG
L
SnSl
)/(k2 −m2k) (2.4)
In the last equation, if Sk is a Goldstone boson, k
2−m2k must be hanged in
k2 − ξm2k. Of ourse, G and P are symmetri funtions in their arguments.
These four equations are the most general Shwinger -Dyson equations for
mixings between spin zero and spin one partiles. Their solutions give the
omplete two point Green funtions G in terms of the 1PI Green funtions
P .
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2.4 Ward identities.
Sine the THDM is a gauge model, Green funtions are not independent and
they are onstrained by the BRS symmetry , the quantum level symmetry
that enompasses the gauge symmetry valid at the lassial level. Using
the BRS transformations, one gets identities between the omplete Green
funtions G, whih in turn give identities between the 1PI Green funtions
P , when solved the above Shwinger -Dyson equations.
First, one onsiders the following two point Green funtion :
< 0|η∗i (x)Fj(y)|0 >,
where Fj is the gauge xing term assoiated to the gauge vetor eld Vj ,
and ηi is the Faddev-Popov ghost assoiated to the gauge vetor eld Vi.
By fermioni antisymmetry , this Green funtion is null, and so its BRS
transform. Sine the BRS transform of an anti-ghost η∗i is the gauge xing
term Fi and the BRS transform of a gauge xing term is proportional to the
equation of motion of the orresponding anti-ghost , one gets
2,3,5
< 0|Fi(x)Fj(y)|0 >= δijδ(x− y) (2.5)
This equation gives us the rst set of Ward identities between the two
point Green funtions G . Sine they only mix gauge vetor elds and Gold-
stone elds, these identities are valid in the GSW model and in any model
with a larger Higgs setor as well. To be preise we will use in this paper the
denitions of Bohm et al.
5
for the gauge vetor elds and the gauge xing
terms, i.e.:
Aµ = −sinθwW 3µ + cosϑwBµ;Zµ = cosθwW 3µ + sinθwBµ ;
W±µ = (W
1
µ ∓ iW 2µ )/
√
2 ;
Fp = ∂µA
µ/
√
ξ;Fz = (∂µZ
µ − ξmzG0)/
√
ξ ;
F± = (∂µW±µ ∓ iξmwG±)/
√
ξ.
7
A seond set of Ward identities an be obtained with the BRS variation
of the following Green funtion: < 0|η∗i (x)Sj(y)|0 > when Sj is a Higgs salar
eld. It is also a null funtion and its BRS variation reads:
< 0|Fi(x)Sj(y)|0 > − < 0|η∗i (x)δBRSSj(y)|0 >= 0 (2.6)
Suh a formula annot give simple relations between the G funtions studied
here, sine the seond term on the left side is a omposite operator with
an external ghost eld. Beause the fermioni ghost number is onserved,
only this η∗i an give a pole in the seond term. Hene, multiplying by the
inverse propagator of the salar eld Sj and putting it on its mass shell (
both operations notied S.o.s ), the omposite operator vanishes, and we
just get identities between the G Green funtions we onsider here:
< 0|Fi(x)Sj(y)|0 >S.o.s= 0 (2.7)
Moreover, when Fi is the photon or the Z gauge xing term and Sj is the
CP-odd neutral Higgs A0, equation (1.4) gives us an useful result at one loop
order
6
. Indeed the BRS transform of the A0 ontains elds ( salars and
F.P ghosts ) in suh a way that no tree level oupling exists with the ηγ and
ηz ghosts . Hene at one loop order ( o.l.o index ) we get the following
equations :
[k2GLph]o.l.o =< 0|∂µAµ(x)A0(y)|0 >o.l.o= 0 (2.8)
and
[k2GLzh+ iξMmzG
L
gh]o.l.o =< 0|(∂µZµ(x)−ξmzG0(x))A0(y)|0 >o.l.o= 0 (2.9)
whih are true independently of any mass or energy presription.
It is to be noted that this seond set of Ward identities (2.6), (2.7), (2.8)
and (2.9) is of interest only for the extensions of the GSW model, as the
THDM or MSSM, where the Higgs setor is rih enough to ontains a neutral
CP odd A0 and a harged salarH
±
, together with orret quantum numbers.
It is also to be stressed that the identities due to the BRS symmetry are not in
general renormalization invariant; but the way we derive the identities (2.5),
(2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) assures they an be preserved by renormalization, as
we said in the introdution.
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3 Charged elds
The harged gauge boson W± an be mixed with the Goldstone G± and the
Higgs H±, but only by its longitudinal part . For the transverse part , there
is no mixing at all and the equation (2.1), whih is very similar to the photon
one in pure QED , reads , omitting the ± index :
GTww = (1 + P
T
wwG
T
ww)/(k
2 −m2w) ;
the solution is obvious:
GTww = 1/(k
2 −m2w − P Tww).
Atually the interest is in the six oupled longitudinal equations oming
from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) where we also have disarded the L index :
Gww = ξ[1 + PwwGwg + k
2(PwgGgw + PwhGhw)/M
2]/(k2 − ξm2w) ;
Gwg = ξ[PwwGwg + PwgGgg + PwhGhg]/(k
2 − ξm2w) ;
Gwh = ξ[PwwGwh + PwgGgh + PwhGhh]/(k
2 − ξm2w) ;
Ggg = −[1 + k2PgwGwg/M2 + PghGhg + PggGgg]/(k2 − ξm2w) ;
Ggh = −[k2PgwGwh/M2 + PggGgh + PghGhh]/(k2 − ξm2w) ;
Ghh = −[1 + k2PhwGwh/M2 + PhgGgh + PhhGhh]/(k2 −m2h) .
A solution of this linear system is rather easy to nd with an analyti soft-
ware but the solution suers potentially large simpliations and it is highly
preferable to prepare the system as follows :


a11 a12 0 a14 0 0
0 a11 a23 0 a25 0
0 a12 a33 0 a35 0
0 0 0 a11 a23 a25
0 0 0 a12 a33 a35
0 0 0 a14 a35 a66


.


Gww
Gwg
Ggg
Gwh
Ggh
Ghh


= ξ


1
0
1
0
0
1


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with the notations :
a11 = k
2 − ξm2w − ξPww ; a12 = k2a23/M2; a14 = k2a25/M2;
a23 = −ξPwg ; a25 = −ξPwh ;
a33 = −(k2 − ξm2w + Pgg) ; a35 = −ξPgh ;
a66 = −ξ(k2 −m2h + Phh) .
Now it is easy to obtain the most ompat solution of the longitudinal harged
mixing:
Gww = ξM
2[−P 2gh + (k2 − ξm2w + Pgg)(k2 −m2h + Phh)]/D,
Gwg = ξM
2[PghPwh − Pwg(k2 −m2h + Phh)]/D,
Ggg = −[ξk2P 2wh +M2(k2 −m2h + Phh)(k2 − ξm2w − ξPww)]/D,
Gwh = ξM
2[PghPwg − Pwh(k2 − ξm2w − ξPww)]/D,
Ggh = [ξk
2PwgPwh +M
2Pgh(k
2 − ξm2w − ξPww)]/D,
Ghh = −[ξk2P 2wg +M2(k2 − ξm2w + Pgg)(k2 − ξm2w − ξPww)]/D, (3.1)
where the denominator D is :
D = M2P 2gh(k
2 − ξm2w − ξPww)
+ξk2[P 2wg(k
2 −m2h + Phh) + P 2wh(k2 − ξm2w + Pgg)− 2PghPwgPwh]
10
+M2(k2 − ξm2w + Pgg)(k2 −m2h + Phh)(k2 − ξm2w − ξPww). (3.2)
At one loop order, it remains :
Gww = ξ(k
2 − ξm2w + ξPww)/(k2 − ξm2w)2,
Gwg = −ξPwg/(k2 − ξm2w)2,
Ggg = −(k2 − ξm2w − Pgg)/(k2 − ξm2w)2,
Gwh = −ξPwh/[(k2 −m2h)(k2 − ξm2w)],
Ggh = Pgh/[(k
2 −m2h)(k2 − ξm2w)],
Ghh = −(k2 −m2h − Phh)/(k2 −m2h)2. (3.3)
As a onsequene of this one loop result, we see that the rst three Green
funtions Gww , Gwg and Ggg beome independent of Pgh, Pwh and Phh .
Therefore, within the GSW model, these three longitudinal Green funtions
(at one loop order) have exatly the same form as we have got.
The relevant Ward identity (2.5) in the harged setor is:
< 0|F±(x)F±(y)|0 >= δ±±δ(x− y)
and reads in the momentum spae :
k2Gww ± 2ξmwk2Gwg/M + ξ2m2wGgg = ξ (3.4)
the ± sign depending on the eld W±. When we replae in this equation
the above solutions, we get the following onstraint between the various P
Green funtions:
2k2PghPwgPwh − k2PggP 2wh − (MmwPgh ∓ k2Pwh)2 −M2PwwP 2gh
11
+ (k2 −m2h + Phh)[M2(k2 + Pgg)(m2w + Pww)− k2(Pwg ±Mmw)] = 0. (3.5)
It is possible to simplify the denominator in the solutions of the previous
system thanks to the Ward identity; then we get the following formula :
D = −k2(MPgh ∓ ξmwPwh)2
+M(k2−m2h +Phh)(M(k2− ξm2w)2 +Mk2Pgg ∓ 2ξk2mwPwg + ξ2Mm2wPww).
Of ourse the Ward identity (3.4) will be automatially fulled if one uses
suh a denominator.
Again , giving up the salar Higgs H± as in the GSW model , the Ward
identity (3.5) is simpler and reads:
k2(Mmw ± Pwg)2 = M2(k2 + Pgg)(m2w + Pww) (3.6)
This equation is quite similar to the equation 3.12 in
2
. It is worth noting
this equation is almost what we get from the full equation at one loop order,
sine we just have to disard P 2 terms to end with:
Mm2wPgg ∓ 2k2mwPwg + k2MPgg = 0 (3.7)
So this onstraint on the self-energies is at one loop order the same in both
models, GSW or THDM. In other words , at one loop order, the harged
Higgs H± deouples in this onstraint, whih ould be expeted from the one
loop solution of the system (formulae (3.3)).
The seond onstraint we have in the harged setor follows diretly from
the equation (2.6) and we get the relation between longitudinal self -energies,
with an on shell Higgs eld:
M(m2h − ξm2w)(m2hPwh ±MmwPgh)+
MPgh(ξMmwPww ∓m2hPwg) +m2hPwh(ξmwPwg ∓MPgg) = 0.
At one loop order the previous equations obviously reads
7
:
m2hPwh ±MmwPgh = 0
12
4 Neutral elds
Likewise the third setion , we begin by the transverse neutral ase where
the mixing between the photon and the neutral boson Z appears; we have
three oupled equations ( 2.1 ), omitting the T label:
Gpp = (1 + PppGpp + PpzGpz)/k
2;
Gpz = (PppGpz + PpzGzz)/k
2;
Gzz = (1 + PpzGpz + PzzGzz)/(k
2 −m2z).
The solutions are ;
Gpp = (k
2 −m2z − Pzz)/[(k2 − Ppp)(k2 −m2z − Pzz)− P 2pz];
Gpz = Ppz/[(k
2 − Ppp)(k2 −m2z − Pzz)− P 2pz];
Gzz = (k
2 − Ppp)/[(k2 − Ppp)(k2 −m2z − Pzz)− P 2pz].
The really involved part is the longitudinal ase where we have to deal
with ten oupled equations ; indeed we have to take into aount the photon
, the neutral gauge vetor boson Z, the Goldstone salar G0 and the CP
odd salar Higgs A0 , so we get 10 (= 4+3+2+1) possible G and P Green
funtions. To be short, we will not fully write these equations like in the
third setion , sine they are easy to derive from the general Shwinger -
Dyson relations ( 2.2 ).
These omplete longitudinal Green funtions (omitting now the L label)
verify the three following Ward identities derived from equation (2.5) :
k2Gpp = ξ (4.1)
MGpz = iξmzGpg (4.2)
k2MGzz − 2iξmzk2Gzg + ξ2m2zMGgg = ξM (4.3)
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and we will solve our problem using these onstraints. If one try to solve this
10x10 system by brute fore one gets a huge result. One again, we prefer to
solve it in the following ompat form :


a11 a12 0 a14 0 0 a17 0 0 0
0 a11 a12 0 a14 0 0 a17 0 0
0 a12 a33 0 a35 0 0 a38 0 0
0 0 0 a11 a12 a46 0 0 a49 0
0 0 0 a12 a33 a56 0 0 a59 0
0 0 0 a14 a35 a66 0 0 a69 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 a11 a12 a46 a49
0 0 0 0 0 0 a12 a33 a56 a59
0 0 0 0 0 0 a14 a35 a66 a69
0 0 0 0 0 0 a17 a38 a69 a00


.


Gpp
Gpz
Gzz
Gpg
Gzg
Ggg
Gph
Gzh
Ggh
Ghh


= ξ


1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1


where the oeients aij read as follows:
a14 = k
2a46/M
2; a17 = k
2a49/M
2; a35 = k
2a56/M
2; a38 = k
2a59/M
2;
a11 = k
2 − ξPpp; a12 = −ξPpz; a33 = k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz;
a46 = −ξPpg; a49 = −ξPPh; a56 = −ξPzg;; a59 = −ξPzh;
a66 = −ξ(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg); a69 = −ξPgh; a00 = −ξ(k2 −m2h + Phh).
Sine we have to deal with a 10x10 matrix, we naively expet that the
determinant is a polynomial of degree 10 in aij, but if we smartly perform
the derivation , we get solutions as:
Gij = Nij/δ,
where Nij are polynomials of degree 3 while δ is a polynomial of degree 4,
whih is muh better . Now using the rst onstraint , i.e. the photon Ward
identity ( 4.1 ) , Nppk
2 = ξδ, we an replae δ by a polynomial of degree 3.
Then we obtain solutions suh that Gpp = ξ/k
2
and the other funtions Gij
= nij/ k
2d, where now d and nij are both polynomials of third degree . Of
ourse we still have to rewrite everything in terms of the Pij funtions to end
up with the nal result:
Gpz = −ξ2[M2Ppz(k2−ξm2z+Pgg)(k2−m2h+Phh)−k2PpgPzg(k2−m2h+Phh)+
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k2Pgh(PphPzg + PpgPzh)− k2PphPzh(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg)−M2P 2ghPpz]/k2d.
Gzz = −ξ[ξk2P 2pg(k2−m2h +Phh)− ξk2(2PghPpgPph−P 2ph(k2− ξm2z +Pgg))−
M2(k2 − ξPpp)(P 2gh − (k2 −m2h + Phh)(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg))]/k2d.
Gpg = ξ[ξM
2Ppz(Pzg(k
2 −m2h + Phh)− PghPzh)− ξk2(PphPzgPzh − PpgP 2zh)−
M2(k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz)(PghPph − Ppg(k2 −m2h + Phh))]/k2d.
Gzg = −ξ[ξM2Ppz(PghPph− (k2−m2h +Phh)Ppg − ξk2Pph(PphPzg −PpgPzh)+
M2(k2 − ξPpp)(PghPzh − Pzg(k2 −m2h + Phh))]/k2d.
Ggg = [ξ
2Ppz(2k
2PphPzh −M2Ppz(k2 −m2h + Phh))+
ξk2(P 2zh(k
2 − ξPpp) + P 2ph(k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz))+
M2(k2 − ξPpp)(k2 −m2h + Phh)(k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz)]/k2d.
Gph = ξ[ξPzg(k
2(PphPzg−PpgPzh)−M2PghPpz)+ξM2PpzPzh(k2−ξm2z+Pgg)+
M2(k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz)(Pph(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg)− PghPpg)]/k2d.
Gzh = ξ[ξPpg(k
2(PpgPzh−PphPzg)−M2PghPpz)+ξM2PphPpz(k2−ξm2z+Pgg)−
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M2(k2 − ξPpp)(PghPzg − Pzh(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg))]/k2d.
Ggh = [ξ
2(M2PghP
2
pz − k2Ppz(PphPzg + PpgPzh))− ξk2(PzgPzh(k2 − ξPpp)+
PpgPph(k
2 − ξm2z − ξPzz))−M2Pgh(k2 − ξPpp)(k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz)]/k2d.
Ghh = [ξ
2Ppz(2k
2PpgPzg −M2Ppz(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg)) + ξk2(P 2zg(k2 − ξPpp)+
P 2pg(k
2−ξm2z−ξPzz))+M2(k2−ξPpp)(k2−ξm2z+Pgg)(k2−ξm2z−ξPzz)]/k2d.
The denominator is :
d = ξk2[2PghPzgPzh − P 2zg(k2 −m2h + Phh)− P 2zh(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg)]+
M2(k2 − ξm2z − ξPzz)(P 2gh − (k2 −m2h + Phh)(k2 − ξm2z + Pgg)).
The two other onstraints due to the two last Ward identities give two
ubi polynomial equations. The rst one ( 4.2 ) is quite simple and reads:
Mnpz − iξmznpg = 0. In terms of the aij , we get :
M(k2(a46(a59a69 − a00a56) + a49(a56a69 − a59a66)+
M2a12(a00a66 − a269)) + iξmz[k2a59(a46a59 − a49a56)+
M2(a00(a12a56 − a33a46) + a69(a33a49 − a12a59))] = 0 (4.4)
while in terms of self-energies we obtain :
−M2(k2 −m2h)(k2 − ξm2z)(MPpz + imzPpg)−
M [MPpz((MPgg + iξmzPzg)(k
2 −m2h) +MPhh(k2 − ξm2z))−
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(k2 − ξm2z)Pph(k2Pzh + iMmzPgh)−
Ppg(iMmz(Phh(k
2 − ξm2z)− ξPzz(k2 −m2h)) + k2Pzg(k2 −m2h))]+
M2Ppz(Pgh(MPgh + iξmzPzh)− Phh(MPgg + iξmzPzg))+
Pph(k
2Pzh(MPgg + iξmzPzg)−MPgh(k2Pzg − iξMmzPzz))+
Ppg(MPhh(k
2Pzg + iξMmzPzz)− k2Pzh(MPgh + iξmzPzh)) = 0. (4.5)
For the third Ward identity ( 4.3 ), the result is not so simple as ( 4.2 );
in terms of aij , we nd
Mk4(a00a
2
46 + a66a
2
49 − 2a46a49a69) +M3k2a11(a269 − a00a66)−
Mk2(k2(a00a
2
56 + a66a
2
59 − 2a56a59a69) +M2a33(a269 − a00a66))+
2iξmzk
2[k2a49(a49a56 − a46a59)+
M2(a00(a12a46 − a11a56) + a69(a11a59 − a12a49))]+
ξ2Mm2zk
2(a33a
2
49 − 2a12a49a59 + a11a259)+
ξ2M3m2za00(a
2
12 − a11a33) = 0. (4.6)
We don't write it in terms of the Pij Green funtions sine we an improve
it thanks to the two other Ward identities (4.1 and 4.2). We briey present
the method. We rst solve the equation (4.4), i.e. we nd aij as funtions of
the other akl ; a59 and a69 are not suitable beause they are irrationnal and
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omplex funtions. Seondly , we substitute these aij in the equation ( 4.1)
to get 7 equations , more or less ompliated , and not independent. After
simpliations by fators proportional to the determinant ( so dierent from
zero ), only the simplest equations are interesting; they are due to a00 , a33,
a56 and a66. It turns out that the rst of them , written in funtions of the
various P funtions , gives only quadrati and ubi terms in P , whih is
not really onvenient for an eventual loop expansion. Among the three other
possibilities , the best hoie we an do is due to a56 for two reasons: it gives
the most ompat form and at one loop order it is independent of the other
results. Now we just have to ombine the result given by the equation (4.6)
with the null identity just derived to get in terms of the P funtions:
−M2(k2 −m2h)(Mm2zPgg + 2ik2mzPzg +Mk2Pzz)
M(M2m2zP
2
gh + k
2(k2 −m2h)P 2zg − iMmzPhh(2k2Pzg − iMmzPgg)+
2iξMmz(k
2 −m2h)(PppPzg − PpgPpz + 2ik2MmzPghPzh + k4P 2zh−
M2((k2 −m2h)Pgg + k2Phh)Pzz)− 2iξmz(k2Pph(PphPzg − PpgPzh)+
M2(Phh(PpgPpz − PppPzg) + Pgh(PppPzh − PphPpz)))+
M(k2(Pzh(PggPzh − PghPzg) + Pzg(PhhPzg − PghPzh))+
M2Pzz(P
2
gh − PggPhh)) = 0. (4.7)
The last relations between the P Green funtions ome from the equation
( 2.7) ; from the relation onerning the photon , one easily gets:
M2(m2h − ξm2z)[(m2h − ξm2z)Pph + PggPph − PghPpg + ξ(PpzPzh − PphPzz)]
+ξ[M2(Pgh(PpgPzz − PpzPzg) + Pgg(PpzPzh − PphPzz))
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+m2hPzg(PphPzg − PpgPzh)] = 0 (4.8)
and from the relation with the Z boson, one obtains:
M2m2h(m
2
h − ξm2z)(m2hPzh − iMmzPgh)+
M [ξ(m2h − ξm2z)(m2hPph(MPpz − imzPpg)−MPpp(m2hPzh − iMmzPgh))
+m2h(m
2
h(MPgg − iξmzPzg)Pzh −MPgh(m2hPzg − iξMmzPzz))]
+ξ[m2hPzh(Ppg(m
2
hPpg − iξMmzPpz)−MPpp(MPgg − iξmzPzg))
+M2Pgh(Ppz(iξMmzPpz −m2hPgg) + Ppp(m2hPzg − iξMmzPzz))
+m2hPph(Ppz(M
2Pgg − iξMmzPzg)− Ppg(m2hPzg − iξMmzPzz))] = 0 (4.9)
both equations at the energy of the A0 Higgs mass. In the Landau gauge (
ξ = 0 with our notations ), the two previous onstraints turn out to be very
simple without ubi terms in Pij and just redue in :
Pph(m
2
h + Pgg) = PghPpg,
and
Pzh(m
2
h + Pgg) = Pgh(Pzg − iMmz).
The rst order expansion of all these results ( solutions and onstraints )
are easy to derive. The solutions of the linear system beome :
Gpp = ξ/k
2 ,
Gpz = ξ
2Ppz/(k
2(k2 − ξm2z)) ,
Gzz = ξ(k
2 − ξm2z + ξPzz)/(k2 − ξm2z)2 ,
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Gpg = −ξPpg/(k2(k2 − ξm2z)) ,
Gzg = −ξPzg/(k2 − ξm2z)2 ,
Ggg = (−k2 + ξm2z + Pgg)/(k2 −m2z)2 ,
Gph = −ξPph/(k2(k2 −m2h)) ,
Gzh = −ξPzh/((k2 −m2h)(k2 − ξm2z)) ,
Ggh = Pgh/((k
2 −m2h)(k2 − ξm2z)) ,
Ghh = (−k2 +m2h + Phh)/(k2 −m2h)2,
while the onstraints derived from equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 are simplied
as follows
2
:
Ppp = 0
MPpz + imzPpg = 0
Mm2zPgg + 2ik
2mzPzg + k
2MPzz = 0.
At last, the onstraints 2.8 and 2.9 read ( without any energy presription
as we have proved in setion 1-4 ):
Pph = 0,
and
k2Pzh + imzMPgh = 0.
The most striking dierene between general and one loop results is Ppp =
0, whih means the self -energy of the photon is only transverse at one loop
order. The seond point to be stressed is a general feature: everything is
mixed beyond one loop, the CP odd Higgs inluded.
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5 Conlusion
In this study we have derived in a very general way the Shwinger - Dyson
equations for mixings between salar and vetor elds in SU(2) ∗U(1) gauge
models like the SM or the MSSM. We have found the solutions of these equa-
tions and given some onstraints indued by the BRS symmetry they have
to verify . Altough this study is rather tehnial, it an be interesting for
several reasons. For example, many authors use the perturbation theory at
more than one loop and an nd useful informations in our work. This is
also true when one uses renormalization group methods to improve rst order
results. An another interest one an nd in this paper is to hek odes used
to generate Feynman diagrams and to alulate amplitudes. Indeed, sine we
only have onsidered two point funtions, all the formulae we have derived
at one loop order an be written in terms of B0 Veltman funtions, favouring
analyti veriations.
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